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[57] ABSTRACT

Radially extending rotor blades are disposed on a hub
to form a supersonic propulsion fan for a turbofan en-
gine. The peripheral spacing of the blades is such as to
avoid forming a channel or passageway between adja-
cent blades. Each blade has a flat trailing surface ex-
tending from the leading edge at least as far to the
rear as to cause any pressure waves which might origi-
nate on the blade surface to strike the leading surface
of the following blade rather than propagate upstream
of the blade row. The flat trailing surface of each
blade makes an angle with the axis of rotation such
that the blade is parallel to a gas inflow into the
blades.

2 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an em-
ployee of the United States Government and may be
manufactured and used by or for the Government for
governmental purposes without the payment of any
royalties thereon or therefor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to rotor blades for turboma-
chinery and is directed more particularly to a fan suit-
able for use in a turbofan engine of jet aircraft.

In recent years, because of increased air traffic and
the increase of size of jet propulsion engines for air-
craft, the elimination or reduction of aircraft engine
noise has become an important goal. Because the pro-
pulsion fans of the type which operate at subsonic
speed require low-speed, high-torque driving turbines
which must be relatively heavy, a great many turbofan
aircraft engines utilize transonic fans. A transonic fan
is one in which the blade roots move at a subsonic ve-
locity while the blade tips travel at supersonic speed.
Transonic fans radiate more noise forward out the front
of the engine air inlet than subsonic fans. These noises
may be reduced by sound absorbing structures placed
in an aircraft engine air inlet upstream of the rotor.
However, in addition to adding extra weight to the en-
gine, such structures create disturbances in the airflow
into the rotor blades of the fan. These disturbances
cause the rotor to emit new noises which are of a type
which propagate well out of the front of the engine air
inlet. Thus, a desirable propulsion fan for a turbofan
engine is one which would emit a minimum of noise fre-
quencies of the type which tend to propagate out the
front of an engine air inlet. Although such a propulsion
fan may increase the noise frequencies propagated in
a downstream direction, this is not objectionable be-
cause a distribution of noise in a rearward direction is
more easily controlled than one in a forward direction.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the invention to provide for a turbo-
fan engine a propulsion fan which propagates a mini-
mum noise distribution in a forward direction.

It is another object of the invention to provide a tran-
sonic propulsion fan which eliminates choking in the
inner-blade channels or spaces of the rotor.

Still another object of the invention is to provide a
transonic propulsion fan utilizing a rotor blade profile
and configuration which causes oblique shocks to at-
tach to the leading edge of each blade rather than pro-
ducing a normal shock in front of the inner blade chan-
nels.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a pro-
pulsion fan in which the trailing surfaces of the rotor
blade are substantially parallel to the direction of gas
inflow into the blades at all cylindrical sections for the
same inflow conditions.

In summary, the instant invention provides for a tur-
bofan engine, a propulsion fan having blades traveling
at supersonic speed with propagation of pressure waves
downstream only in flow with a subsonic axial flow
component. The propulsion fan causes allocation of
compression shock between the upstream branch and

the downstream branch of an oblique bow wave ema-
nating from the leading edge of each blade so that the
upstream branch has zero strength while the down-
stream branch produces the entire deflection of an in-
coming gas through the angle required by the blade
wedge angle.

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
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It will be understood that in the fan the blade profile
will vary from one part of the blade span to another.

Discussed is a particular blade section where the rela-
tive gas velocity is 1.3 times sonic speed. Furthermore,
the description is simplified to be appropriate to the
sections as they appear on the flat drawing. It should be
understood that they are to be reinterpreted in order to
be appropriate for blade sections disposed around an
axis.

Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a row of conven-
tional turbomachinery rotor blades 10 rotating in the
direction of arrow 6. Air or gas flow toward the blades
is indicated by the arrow 11 while arrow 7 shows the
relative direction of gas inflow into the blades. When
these blades operate at supersonic speeds, shock waves
develop causing noise to be propagated toward the
front of the turbomachine. These shock waves com-
prise oblique shocks indicated at 12 and normal shock
waves as identified by numerals 13.

Referring now to FIG. 2 there is shown three rotor
blades 14 of a row of blades disposed around a hub and
extending radially therefrom to form a fan suitable for
use with a turbofan engine. Each of the blades 14 in-
cludes a forward or a pressure surface 15 and a trailing"
or suction surface with a flat portion 16. A first surface
17 extends between a leading edge 18 of the blade 14
and the leading surface 15. Likewise a second surface
19 extends from the trailing surface 16 to a trailing
edge 20 of the blade 14. This surface 19 serves to ter-
minate the blade section and may be a portion of the
leading surface. The surface 17 makes a wedge angle
21 with the trailing surface 16 sufficiently samll to per-
mit the formation of an attached bow wave, but suffi-
ciently large to be structurally sound. The aerodynamic
condition for the wedge angle may be found in text-
books on supersonic flows: A mechanically sound angle
has a minimum value between 6° and 12°. As shown,
the sloping surfaces 17 extend from leading edge's-18 to
merge with the leading surfaces 15 and may be flat, as
shown, or curved. The sloping surface 19 may be elimi-
nated by curving the rearward portion of surface 15 to
intersect surface 16. The trailing surfaces 16 are prefer-
ably parallel to the inflow direction of the gas which is
indicated by arrow 8. The leading surfaces are at an
angle 7 to axis 26 of the fan as will be known to those
skilled in the art.

As mentioned previously, a fan built in accordance
with the invention is a low density type. That is, the pe-
ripheral spacing 23 of the blades 14 is such that there
is no confining flow channel formed between adjacent
blades as there is indicated in FIG. 1, letters AB and
CD. The distance from the trailing edge 20 of each
blade to the leading edge 18 as measured along a line
parallel with the axis 26 defines a rotor region 27.
Arrow 9 indicates the direction of rotation of the
blades 14.

When the blades 14 are traveling at supersonic
speed, a compression wave 28 is generated at the trail-
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ing edge 20 of each blade and is reflected by the follow-
ing blade as indicated at 29. A bow wave 30 emanates
downstream from the leading edge 18 of each blade.
An expansion wave 31 is also generated at the begin-
ning of the trailing slope 19 in the particular embodi-
ment of FIG. 2 and is reflected as a component 32 from
the following blade. An expansion wave 33 is reflected
downstream from the forward surface of each of the
blades 14.

With a particular blade configuration and arrange-
ment comprising the invention, substantially all noise-
making shock waves are reflected downstream thereby
minimizing the amount of noise that emanates from the
front of a turbofan engine embodying the invention.

It will be understood that changes and modifications
to the invention described herein may be made by
those skilled in the art to which the invention pertains
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in-
vention as set forth in the claims appended hereto.
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What is claimed is:
1. A turbofan comprising:
a plurality of blades extending radially from a hub,

each blade, for any portion thereof traveling more
than 1.3 times sonic speed, having a trailing surface
flat over a sufficient length thaf any pressure wave
emanating there shall be intercepted by the follow-
ing blade and reflected downstream of the rotor, a
leading edge wedge having an angle sufficiently
small to permit attached bow waves, said leading
edge wedge having a curved surface, a trailing edge
wedge, and sufficiently large blade spacing relative
to the blade chord to avoid interblade flow chan-
nels and choking flow, said blade being of constant
thickness between said wedges.

2. The structure of claim 1 wherein the leading edge
wedge angle is between about 6° to 12°.
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